T cell receptor alpha-chain influences reactivity to Mls-1 in V beta 8.1 transgenic mice.
Most, but not all, V beta 8.1+ T cells respond to M1s-1 and are clonally deleted in the thymus of M1s-1-expressing animals. To formally examine the role of the TCR alpha-chain in reactivity and tolerance to M1s-1, we have analyzed M1s-1 reactivity in a large panel of CD4+ hybridomas generated from TCR V beta 8.1 transgenic mice, that express an identical, potentially M1s-1-reactive beta-chain. The data show that the alpha-chain strongly influences the M1s-1 reactivity of the hybridomas and that the differences in reactivity had relevance for tolerance. Thus, V alpha 11+ hybridiomas were biased toward M1s-1 reactivity and V alpha 11+ T cells were correspondingly absent from the peripheral repertoire of M1s-1-expressing transgenic mice. V alpha 2+ hybridomas, on the other hand, were biased against M1s-1 reactivity, and V alpha 2+ T cells were correspondingly amplified in the M1s-1-expressing transgenic mice. Structural analysis of the alpha-chains revealed that the M1s-1 reactivity of the V alpha 11+ hybridomas segregated precisely with family member, such that V alpha 11.1+ hybridomas were M1s-1-reactive and V alpha 11.3+ hybridomas were not M1s-1-reactive. On the other hand, there was not a clear correlation between family member and M1s-1 reactivity in the V alpha 2+ hybridomas. The hybridomas also showed striking variation in their reactivity to staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), and the SEB reactivity of the V alpha 11+ hybridomas correlated precisely with family member and with M1s-1 reactivity. In contrast, there was not a clear correlation with V alpha 2+ alpha-chain structure and SEB reactivity. Also, there was no correlation between M1s-1 reactivity and SEB reactivity in individual V alpha 2+ hybridomas, suggesting that the recognition of the two superantigens by the same TCR is not equivalent. Taken together, these data define a role for the TCR alpha-chain in superantigen reactivity and T cell tolerance, and provide a structural explanation for the different fates of M1s-1-reactive T cells in normal and transgenic mice.